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In this letter we investigate the various processes that can contribute to a final state consisting of a lepton,
missing transverse momentum and two jets at Next to Leading Order (NLO) at the Tevatron. In particular we
consider the production of W/Z + 2 jets, diboson pairs, single top and the tt process with both fully leptonic
and semi-leptonic decays. We present distributions for the invariant mass of the dijet system and normalisations
of the various processes, accurate to NLO.
PACS numbers:
INTRODUCTION
CDF has recently reported an excess in the dijet invariant
mass distribution around 150GeV for events containing a lep-
ton, missing energy and exactly two jets [1]. This has led to
many new physics interpretations [2–20] as well as some sug-
gestions that the excess can be explained within the frame-
work of the Standard Model (SM) [21, 22]. Both of the pro-
posed Standard Model explanations require changes in the
normalisation of backgrounds containing top quarks, which
could be the result of higher order perturbative corrections that
have not been fully accounted for in the analysis. In this let-
ter we investigate this issue by performing a NLO study of
SM processes that can produce the final state of interest. We
investigate the cross sections and invariant mass distributions
under the CDF cuts and assign an estimate of the correspond-
ing theoretical uncertainty. To provide a further calibration of
these processes, we vary the cuts by allowing additional jets
in the final state and by changing the minimum jet transverse
momentum (pT ).
DESCRIPTION OF THE CALCULATION
We present results for NLO cross sections using the latest
version (v6.0) of MCFM [23]. This includes NLO contribu-
tions to the production of V + 2 jets (where V = W,Z),
V V [29], tt and single top. The current implementation of
MCFM does not include radiation of gluons from quarks pro-
duced in the decay of vector bosons or top quarks. Such con-
tributions should not lead to additional peaks in the dijet in-
variant mass distribution, particularly in the region of inter-
est, and we expect that our current implementation provides a
satisfactory description of any potential features in these pro-
cesses.
We perform our calculation using the cuts described in
ref. [1]. Namely, we ask for events containing exactly two
jets with pjT > 30 GeV in |ηj | < 2.4 units of rapidity. We use
the kT algorithm with parameter R = 0.4, but have checked
that differences with the cone algorithm are small. The jets
must be separated by at most 2.5 units of rapidity and the
transverse momentum of the dijet system (pjjT ) is constrained
by pjjT > 40 GeV. Events should contain exactly one lepton
in |ηℓ| < 1, pℓT > 20 GeV that is separated from the jets
by Rjℓ > 0.52. We require that the missing transverse mo-
mentum (EmissT ) satisfies EmissT > 25 GeV and is separated
azimuthally from the leading jet, ∆φ > 0.4.
We evaluate cross sections using the MSTW08 PDF set [24]
(matched to the appropriate order in perturbation theory) , us-
ing the default set of electroweak parameters in MCFM [23].
For simplicity we choose to evaluate all of the processes at a
scale of 2mW . Such a scale is motivated by its proximity to
both the top mass and the region of the observed excess. In the
estimate of the theoretical uncertainty we vary this by a fac-
tor of two in each direction, thus encompassing many typical
scale choices for each of the processes considered.
For the vector boson decays we include two families of lep-
tons (e and µ) in each process. When there are two leptons
present (such as in Z+ jets) we require that one lepton satis-
fies the rapidity and momentum cuts and the other is missed
to provide a source of EmissT . Jets that do not lie within
our acceptance are not included as missing energy. For the
W (ℓν)Z(qq) process we impose an artificial mqq > 10 GeV
cut in order to avoid the production of real photons, a contribu-
tion that should be included in the QCD background that we
do not attempt to model here. We have checked predictions
for the dijet invariant mass from single top production us-
ing both the four and five flavour schemes at LO and observe
no distinctive shape difference between the two. The results
presented in this paper are in the five-flavour scheme, which
yields a larger cross section and could therefore be viewed as
the more conservative choice.
RESULTS
In Table I we present the results for cross sections obtained
using the CDF cuts described in the previous section. We
show results for each contribution separately at LO and NLO
and also the ratio of NLO to LO (the K-factor). We find that
under the cuts the NLO corrections to many of the processes
are relatively small, i.e. the K-factors are close to unity. The
2exceptions to this are the diboson processes, which all receive
corrections larger than 50% due to the introduction of events
where one of the hard jets arises from the real radiation. At
NLO the estimated theoretical uncertainty is 11% or less for
all processes. The invariant mass of the dijet system is de-
picted in Fig. 1, where we observe that above the W and Z
resonance region the W + 2 jets process is a falling distribu-
tion while the top contribution peaks around 140 GeV. The
Z +2 jets process has the same shape as the W +2 jets back-
ground.
Applying the two-jet exclusivity requirement in our
fixed order calculation leaves the predictions susceptible to
potentially-large logarithms and significant higher-order cor-
rections. For this reason, in Table II we also present results
for cross sections at NLO using the same cuts as before, but
without the two-jet exclusivity requirement (“inclusive”). For
these results the jet cuts described earlier apply only to the
two hardest jets. At LO this only affects tt production with
semi-leptonic decays since this process contains four partons.
Dropping the 2-jet requirement increases the cross section by
around a factor of seven. For all processes, additional radi-
ation present in the NLO calculations is no longer cut away,
resulting in larger K-factors. The estimated uncertainty from
scale variation is very similar to the exclusive case. The invari-
ant mass of the two hardest jets is presented in Fig. 2, where
the increase in the top background is clear. Moreover, there is
a clear kinematic feature in the top backgrounds in the region
of 150 GeV. This edge arises from the semi-leptonic decay of
a tt pair, as pointed out in ref. [21] in the context of a source
for the CDF excess. In the total mjj distribution this edge
manifests itself as a change in shape either side of 150 GeV.
We note that the shape of theW+ jets background is relatively
stable when going from the exclusive to inclusive cuts.
To further study the relative importance of the top back-
ground we present results for the cross sections and mjj dis-
tribution with an increased minimum jet-pT cut in Table III
and Fig. 3. Here we use the same inclusive cuts but increase
the minimum jet pT to 40 GeV. This results in a further en-
hancement of the top background and a clear peak in the total
SM distribution in the 100 − 150 GeV region. The shape of
theW+ jets background has altered significantly as a result of
the increased cuts, also peaking around 140 GeV. Therefore,
although these cuts may be useful to constrain the normalisa-
tion of the SM backgrounds, they may lead to a reduction in
significance of any potential signal in this region.
In ref. [21] the SM peak in the top distribution was sug-
gested as an explanation of the CDF excess. We note that
the peak in the top contribution at mW is correlated with the
feature at 140 GeV since they both arise solely from semi lep-
tonic tt events. Since, under the inclusive cuts, a large fraction
of the total W peak is comprised of top events, one would ex-
pect good control of the top normalisation if the W peak is
well-described. One way that the top background normalisa-
tion could be constrained would be to observe and measure
the W resonance with inclusive cuts, particular with a higher
Process σLO [fb] σNLO [fb] Ratio (NLO/LO)
W + 2j 4984(8)+41%
−27%
5132(24)+5%
−7%
1.03
Z + 2j 213(1)+42%
−27%
216(1)+4%
−8%
1.01
WW (→ qq) 142.2(4)+8%
−7%
221.9(4)+6%
−4%
1.56
WZ(→ qq) 27.24(8)+9%
−8%
41.8(1)+5%
−5%
1.53
ZW (→ qq) 5.11(2)+10%
−9%
8.02(7)+6%
−4%
1.57
tt (fully-ℓ) 48.5(4)+46%
−28%
59.44(8)+0%
−8%
1.23
tt (semi-ℓ) 99.1(7)+47%
−27%
91.7(8)+0%
−11%
0.93
Single t (s) 25.92(4)+10%
−8%
35.6(4)+3%
−3%
1.37
Single t (t) 61.0(1)0%
−2% 49.4(1)−1%+4% 0.81
Table I: LO and NLO predictions for cross sections using the CDF
cuts (exactly two jets). The percentage theoretical uncertainty is es-
timated by varying the scale choice in the calculation by a factor of
two about the central value of 2mW . Statistical uncertainty resulting
from Monte Carlo integration is shown in parentheses as the error on
the final digit.
Figure 1: NLO predictions for mjj using the CDF cuts (exactly two
jets). The combination of tt¯ and single top backgrounds is denoted
“Top”, while the contributions from vector boson pairs have been
summed and are indicated by “Diboson”.
jet threshold such as pjT > 40 GeV.
In order to compare our NLO calculations with predictions ob-
tained using tools that are commonly-used experimentally, we
present results obtained using a combination of ALPGEN [25]
and Pythia [26]. Although only accurate to leading order in
the total cross section, the parton shower provides a more
realistic environment in which to perform a jet veto. Here
we will concentrate on the two most important backgrounds,
those from W+ jets and top. For the W+ jets background we
3Figure 2: NLO predictions for mjj using the “inclusive” CDF cuts
(two or more jets). The labelling is as in Fig. 1.
Process σLO [fb] σNLO [fb] Ratio (NLO/LO)
W + 2j 4984(8)+41%
−27%
5704(24)+9%
−13%
1.14
Z + 2j 213(1)+42%
−27%
236(2)+8%
−12%
1.11
WW (→ qq) 142.2(4)+8%
−7%
252.3(8)+8%
−6%
1.75
WZ(→ qq) 27.24(8)+9%
−8%
47.76(12)+8%
−7%
1.75
ZW (→ qq) 5.11(2)+10%
−9%
9.02(2)+9%
−7%
1.77
tt (fully-ℓ) 48.5(4)+46%
−28%
67.1(1)+4%
−11%
1.38
tt (semi-ℓ) 686.9(1)+45%
−29%
674.2(1)+3%
−11%
0.98
Single t (s) 25.92(4)+10%
−8%
41.68(4) +7%
−5%
1.61
Single t (t) 61.0(1)0%
−2% 59.8(1)+1%−0% 0.98
Table II: LO and NLO predictions for cross sections using the “in-
clusive” CDF cuts (two or more jets). Uncertainties are calculated
and indicated in the same fashion as for Table I.
use a matched set of events, while the top backgrounds sim-
ply apply the parton shower to a single set of tree-level matrix
elements. For the parton shower, particles are formed into jets
using the midpoint cone algorithm (R = 0.4) via FastJet [27]
and we use the CTEQ6L PDF set [28].
We first compare the top distribution under the exclusive
and inclusive cuts (with pjT > 30 GeV) in Fig. 4. To best
compare the shapes we have adjusted the distribution obtained
from the parton shower such that the W peak is aligned with
the parton-level calculation, thus partially correcting for frag-
mentation and hadronisation effects. As expected from the
small corrections to the top processes at NLO, the normalisa-
tion of this background is in approximate agreement between
the two approaches. However the parton shower gives rise to
a somewhat different shape, particularly in the inclusive case
where the peak around 140 GeV is broadened.
The other crucial background process is W+ jets, for which
we compare the results from MCFM and the parton shower in
Figure 3: NLO predictions for mjj using the “inclusive” CDF cuts
(two or more jets), with an increased jet threshold, pjT > 40 GeV.
The labeling is as in Fig. 1.
Process σLO [fb] σNLO [fb] Ratio (NLO/LO)
W + 2j 2568(4) 2784(16) 1.08
Z + 2j 104.6(8) 112(1) 1.07
WW (→ qq) 66.6(1) 131.4(4) 1.98
WZ(→ qq) 14.56(4) 27.96(8) 1.92
ZW (→ qq) 2.28(1) 4.56(2) 2.00
tt (fully-ℓ) 38.2(8) 53.92(8) 1.41
tt (semi-ℓ) 655.0(7) 642.2(7) 0.98
Single t (s) 19.44(4) 30.96(4) 1.59
Single t (t) 43.36(8) 42.20(8) 0.97
Table III: LO and NLO cross sections for the pjT > 40 inclusive final
state. Scales are set at µF = µR = 2mW .
Fig. 5. We present the NLO and showered results normalised
to their own cross sections so that we can compare the rel-
ative shapes. We observe that the change in the shape of the
NLO calculation as the scale is varied is small. The prediction
from the parton shower has a similar shape as the parton-level
results in the tail but differences appear at lower mjj . How-
ever this is precisely the region in which we would expect the
fixed order calculation to begin to break down and the parton
shower to be more reliable.
CONCLUSIONS
We have presented NLO predictions for cross sections and
dijet invariant mass distributions for one lepton, missing ET
and two jets at the Tevatron. We have used a variety of cuts,
including those used by the CDF collaboration who have re-
cently reported an excess in this distribution around 150 GeV.
By calculating the distribution of the invariant mass of the
dijets at NLO we have ruled out large NLO K-factors as a
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Figure 4: Comparisons of the top backgrounds using MCFM
(dashed) and ALPGEN + Pythia (solid) for the exclusive (red) and
“inclusive” (blue) cuts.
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Figure 5: Comparisons of theW+2j backgrounds using MCFM and
ALPGEN + Pythia for the “inclusive” cuts. At NLO the dependence
of the shape upon the scale choice is shown by the dotted and dashed
curves.
possible source of the excess within the context of the SM.
At NLO the cross sections have only a moderate dependence
on the renormalisation and factorisation scales of QCD, indi-
cating that our results could be used to constrain the overall
normalisation of these backgrounds.
The SM predicts a parton-level edge in the top background
around 150 GeV, an edge that is softened into a broader peak
by the parton shower. Detector effects, that we have not con-
sidered here, will certainly modify this feature further. In or-
der to gain better control over the shape of this background we
would advocate the use of the more inclusive cuts for which
the top background is much larger and thus more easily con-
strained. It becomes even more significant for cuts demanding
harder jets. For instance a pjT > 40 GeV cut yields a top cross
section in the region of the broad peak only a factor of 2.5
lower than the W+ jets contribution. Further information on
this background could be gleaned by investigating the dijet
mass distribution for the case of b-tagged (or anti-tagged) jets.
In particular, the dominant source of two anti-b-tagged jets is
from the hadronic decay of the W . The invariant mass of two
anti-b-tagged jets should therefore peak sharply around mW ,
with no significant peak in the 100–150 GeV region.
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